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To take Home…

The process of ignition and 

propagation of burning plays an 

important role in determining the 

observational outcome of an 

explosion.
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Introduction

• Introduction: general context

• What is a pair instability supernovae explosion?

• Some results 
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Classification of SN is
based on spectral
characteristic

SN Ia: mass overcomes the Chandrasekhar mass, losses

the stability and start to contract

SN II: main trigger is the gravitational instability of

the iron core.

PISNe: pairs creation reduces internal pressure and leads
to rapid contraction of the star. An instability regime.

I will not speak about spectra











Because of the huge mass of the star that encounters pair
creation, energy release during PISN explosion is
tremendous

Bond, Arnett and Carr (1984)

This type of instability was predicted

by Rakavy & Shaviv (1967)

Energy released:  

to be compared to 
the binding energy



Role of temperature

When central temperature in the core of the star reaches
a few 10ˆ9 K : possibility of pair creation

Planck spectrum Wien Law

First computations: Koppe (1948),

See also: Fowler & Hoyle (1964)



For massive stars, they reach high value of T at relatively
low value of central density

This can be understood by some basic equations
of standard stellar physics

( formulation of Fowler and Hoyle                        )

Example of typical central density  : few 10ˆ5 g.cm-3



Effect of pair creation

Fowler and Hoyle discovered that when the central
temperature of a star reaches value 2 10^9 K, intensive
pair creation occurs.

the consequence is to increase the energy losses by
neutrinos

This accelerate the contraction of the star and rise the
temperature and create new pairs.



Model of Pair-instability SN

Absorption of energy to create rest
mass of the pairs 
When a sufficient amount of the star
entered in this area it becomes
dynamically unstable



A recent history

The first evolutionary calculations were performed by
Rakavy and Shaviv (1967). Computation of a 30 solar
oxygen core.

The first dynamical computation of explosion was
performed by Barkat et al. (1967): 40 solar mass oxygen
core. They have found the limit of mass for PISNe of 30
solar mass oxygen core.

First detailed evolution of helium core were performed by
Arnett (1972). He demonstrated that the core were
composed mainly of oxygen when reaching the pair
instability zone.

El Eid et al (1983) have studied evolution of 80-500 solar
mass.



Glatzel et al (1985) have studied the effect of rotation.
This could extend the region of mass

MESA code: Paxton et al 2010, 2013

Multidimensional simulations: Chen et al. 2011,Joggerst et

Whalen 2011

Woosley,Blinnikov, Heger (2007) SN 2006gy

Yusof et al (2013) Evolution and fate of very massive
stars

KEPLER code: Woosley CASTRO code Almgren et al

Woosley & Heger (2002) The evolution and explosion
of massive stars

also Binsnovatyi-Kogan, Nomoto, Gal-Yam



Simulation setup

• Computational Grid

• Initial Model

• Equation of State

• Simulation runs







Numerical simulations

Neutrino lossesNuclear burning







Multidimensional approach 

• Oxygen core : 100 solar mass

• Radius of the core : 0.3 solar radius

• Central density : 

• Central Temperature :

Hydrodynamics simulations were performed with a numerical code based on PPML algorithm

Popov & Ustyugov (2007); Popov (2012)



Initial conditions
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The energy 5. 10^52 ergs was deposited in the central region . This region 

contains  60 solar mass.

The pictures were obtained with 2D PPML code in cylindrical geometry 

(r,z) on 1600 1600 grid.



Multi-explosion core
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• The fragmentation could be related with

instabilities of the burning front.

• The front could propagate in different

directions with different velocities. If there

are some inhomogeneities in density, for

example, some dense fragments in the

central core, they could give several

ignition points.

• Explosion was set by 11 ignition areas,

which were distributed randomly. Total

energy inserted into these areas is 5.

10^52 ergs

Nuclear burning in the center of a star could cause the development of

large-scale convection (Arnett 2011) if convention occurs prior the

moment of pair instability the contraction and explosion could be non

symmetrical. Inhomogeneities in T and rho could cause ignition of

spots to occur in the core.



The energy deposition, which produces the shock, is shown

Temperature profile at the moment of explosion in the units of 2.36 10**9K

The values for the atmosphere: order of 10**8 K



Results

• 1D code: dynamical evolution

• Scaling relation between Enuc and T

• 2D code: symmetrical explosion

• 2D code : multicore explosion. Fragmentation of 

the core
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Results: density – temperature

Central densityCentral temperature



Results: timescale

Nuclear burning energy
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Amati et al. (A&A 2002)

BeppoSAX GRBs



Amati Relation:

Amati relation from [L. Amati, F. Frontera and C. Guidorzi, 2009]



In the central region where the temperature is higher
the elements are transformed by further reactions of
capturing alpha-particles to the elements of the iron
group up to Ni56 ( example with 90 solar mass).







at t=25 s, in the central part of the core there is a region 
where a Rayleigh Taylor instability occurs. The radius we 
found is very similar to the one obtained by Chen with 

Castro Code









Conclusion


